WATERPROOF
KINETIC REMOTE

Zodiac VX55 4WD
Vortex-Pro Robotic Pool Cleaner

Ultra pool cleaning at your finger tips
The Vortex-Pro VX55 4WD is a cut above the rest, engineered
to provide the ultimate pool cleaning experience. The VX55 4WD
is equipped with the best technology the industry has to offer,
making pool cleaning easier, ultra-efficient and fun.
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Key Product Features & Benefits
Waterproof Kinetic Remote
Take control of the VX55 4WD with the super responsive kinetic remote.
The remote lets you drive the cleaner to where you want it to go, or just
have fun! The remote is waterproof and it even floats.
eBox
The improved electronic control box, or eBox, makes it easy to operate the
cleaner at the touch of a button. The ebox allows you to program the
cleaner to run each day for up to 7 days when you go on holiday. It indicates
when the filter canister is full and it also allows you to activate the patented
Lift System.

Product Specifications
Robotic pool cleaner
Easy installation: plug & play
Cleaning cycles: floor only or floor/walls/waterline
or waterline only. Up to 3 hours, adjustable.
Energy consumption: 150 watts per hour which is less than
running a LCD TV for 1 hr.
Number of motors: 3
Type of wheels: 4-wheel drive

Patented Lift System
Enjoy easier removal of the cleaner with 20% less effort.

Weight: 9.5 kg

Patented Vortex Vacuum Technology
Vortex technology provides powerful and constant cyclonic suction.
This allows the Votex-Pro Robotic Cleaner to capture large debris such as
gum nuts, twigs and eucalyptus leaves whilst not losing suction power.

Suitable for concrete, pebblecrete, quartzon, tile,
fibreglass, vinyl surfaces

Vortex-Pro 4-Wheel Drive
Thanks to its 4-wheel automotive drive system, the cleaner overcomes all
obstacles with an amazing agility making sure all areas of your pool, such
as floor, walls, steps and waterline are perfectly cleaned.

Suitable for all shapes of in-ground pools 15m x 7m

Packaging Content
1 Robotic cleaner + 21m cable
1 Control eBox

Extra large suction mouth and brushes
The new Contact+ brushes and large opening mouth underneath adapt
to all kinds of debris for deep cleaning of floor, walls and waterline.

1 Transport storage caddy

Large easy to clean filter canister
Never touch debris again thanks to the easy access and hygienic design
of the filter canister. Clean and remove debris in a matter of minutes
with minimum fuss.

1 Instruction manual + warranty card

Plug & Play Simple Installation
Simply plug the power cord into a regular 240V wall socket and press START
on the control box. The Zodiac VX55 4WD starts cleaning whilst you relax.
Certified to Australian safety standards

Zodiac Group Australia Pty Ltd
Phone: 1300 763 021 www.zodiac.com.au

1 Remote control

Zodiac lives in the backyards of Australian families, at home in the pool. Zodiac began and
continues with a dedication to innovation and new product development, focused on ensuring
a better way of life. Our products deliver solutions to take the hassle out of owning a pool.
So, all that’s left is for you to enjoy it; to enjoy a better life.

